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This book provides an integrated analysis of agrarian change and local systems of meaning and identity on the Mande Plateau in central Mali. Two main questions orient the project: how do people create a viable livelihood in a challenging rural African context, and how do these hardworking farmers make that living meaningful? In the pages that follow, I explore these questions and highlight dynamism and creativity in two domains that are frequently viewed as conservative or “traditional,” especially in the African context: agriculture and masquerade.

By revealing the creative nature local farming practice, I will show that farmers on the plateau continuously negotiate and manage the material foundation of life. I argue that the farming livelihood they create is a cultural product, a product of ongoing reflection, assessment, and action. The people of the Mande Plateau approach their farming activities with an eye toward past lessons and practices and an eye toward new opportunities and arrangements. Decisions about their agrarian activities are informed by an overarching set of principles and aesthetic concerns. Rather than building narrowly on the most economically beneficial or most ecologically sensitive system, they seek to build a system that meets a combination of needs and desires—material and ideological. They seek a system that offers a livelihood, but also one that makes good sense.

By tracing the shifting dimensions of and highlighting active negotiation within the realm of masquerade, I will underscore the importance of creativity within this domain as well. Instead of seeing masquerade as a conservative, timeless phenomenon that people approach in a mechanistic fashion, I see the actors whose behavior is depicted in subsequent chapters as creative performers, relating to known belief and practice, but forging ahead in a reflexive, evaluative fashion. Assessing the moment and all it offers in terms of alternate systems of meaning, they choose to act in the ways they see as most sensible. In some cases, they do much the same thing that their ancestors did; in other instances, they chart new directions. In both contexts, they move forward through a process of evaluation that hinges on key aesthetic notions.

My ultimate argument is that the process of constructing a viable and meaningful livelihood is a profoundly creative one—thus my title: The Art of Liveli-
hood. The people whose world I explore in the pages that follow make choices about their lives, choices stemming from an evaluative process that is ultimately and intimately tied to a well-developed local aesthetic framework that hinges on the paired vernacular concepts of *fadenya* (father-childness) and *badenya* (mother-childness). In the constitution of their living and eating arrangements, in deciding what crops to grow to and with whom to grow them, they engage in ongoing reflection on and negotiation of this set of guiding principles. They engage in their masked agrarian rites in a similar fashion, selecting forms and performance settings according to patterns of preference and key aesthetic values.

The material and ideological sides are united in this analysis because they are united in people’s experience. The sub-title phrase, *Creating Expressive Agri-Culture*, is meant to convey the importance of this integrated approach. In this work, the art of livelihood does not pertain solely or predominantly to the established terrain of “expressive culture,” that is to say, to “art.” Instead, it simultaneously involves two interrelated expressive forms and processes; farming and masquerade. The agricultural system I describe in the pages that follow is a work of art: a visible, material product of a creative and expressive process. Likewise, the complex masquerade phenomenon I analyze has concrete formal elements as well as processual aspects. In the pages that follow, I will argue that both are undertaken in artful ways, and that the result of these creative, aesthetic processes are works of art of expressive agri-culture.

**An Ethnographic Exploration of Life in the Mande World**

I had several models in mind when I conceived of this book, contemporary ethnographies that inspired me, and which offer a sense of the kind of company I want this project to keep. The first was *Under the Kapok Tree* (1992), in which Alma Gottlieb uses clear and direct writing to present a rich ethnography that holds a productive yet concise dialogue with thought-provoking theory, old and new. Charles Piot’s *Remotely Global* (1999) uses an illuminating ethnographic lens to theorize a “classic out-of-the-way place” (Togo) and

---

1. Mande languages, including Bamana, are tonal and there are numerous orthographic approaches for transcribing them. In this work I render Bamana words with simple diacritical markings where appropriate but avoid more specialized technical orthography. I made this decision in order to make the study more accessible to nonspecialist readers. In citations and quotes I have endeavored to maintain the author’s usage.
achieves impressive results. Like Gottlieb, Piot does not overburden the reader with extended technical discussions or obtuse disciplinary or theory-driven jargon; instead, he is economical with his description and discussion. This approach lets the main thrust of his work carry through without distraction. The way in which Daniel Reed addresses the complexities of masquerade in his Dan Ge Performance (2003) was instructive for me as well. A folklorist and ethnomusicologist, he approaches his subject matter in an integrative fashion, bringing to bear the tools of interrelated academic fields. He grapples with sculpture, song, dance, and discourse in an elegant and efficient manner.

These three key works have in common that they are ethnographically rich, theoretically engaged, and stylistically concise. As a consumer of these texts and as both a scholar and instructor, I can attest to the fact that they are effective and memorable. They represent the kind of focused and illuminating ethnographic exploration I have endeavored to produce in this book.

This project emerges from more than 15 years of engagement with people who animate a corner of the Mande world. In a very general sense, this world is defined as the space inhabited by speakers of one of the many Mande languages. Linguists have classified a series of interrelated language groups, including Bamana, Mandinka, and Maninka, as part of the Mande branch of the Niger-Congo linguistic family (Vydrine and Bergman 2006). Speakers of Mande languages typically share important cultural and social values, as well as sense of common heritage, a link or connection to an ancient empire that helped create an important cultural diaspora across West Africa. In the 13th century AD, the Mali Empire arose on the borderlands of present-day Mali and Guinea, and the people associated with it were the Mande. The empire grew and spread across the region, dispersing its language and culture along the way. Today, the Mande world describes a vast territory stretching roughly from central Mali to northern Guinea and Côte d’Ivoire, and from western Burkina Faso to The Gambia in the east. The people whose lives I describe in these pages are a Mande people; they live on the Mande Plateau, not far from the core homeland of the Mali Empire, and speak Bamana, a core Mande tongue. I spent the bulk of my time in a specific locale within the Mande world, but my perspective on the processes unfolding there and the significance of related changes has been informed by experiences and insights from encounters across the region.

This book is based on insights gained through ethnographic fieldwork that began in June–July 1992 with a predissertation study of agricultural change on the Mande Plateau. For 13 months between June 1993 and July 1994, I lived on the plateau full-time—that period of study yielded my doctoral dissertation and a series of related publications. I returned to the region in June 1998,
and again in April–May 2002, to expand my research explorations to include the domain of sculpture and masquerade performance. My most recent research trip to Mali in June–July 2008 provided me with the opportunity to bring my understanding of the dynamics and processes I explore in the pages that follow up-to-date.

I have always approached my ethnographic work in a manner that Geertz describes as a productive negotiation of “experience-near” and “experience-distant” dynamics (2000 [1983]:57). I have embraced the “immediacies” of my encounters with people and processes on the plateau, as well as the “vernacular” view of these experiences. I have also engaged in the “abstraction” process Geertz associates with the experience-distant nature of the scientific gaze. In the pages that follow, I tack back and forth between the two in a dialectical fashion, in an attempt to offer insights that are informed by local meaning, and which further a comparative understanding of issues and concerns of the social theoretical nature.

Likewise, I am informed by the radical empiricism and phenomenological approach to fieldwork commented on so richly and insightfully by Michael Jackson:

For anthropology, ethnography remains vital, not because ethnographic methods guarantee certain knowledge of others but because ethnographic fieldwork brings us into direct dialogue with others, affording us opportunities to explore knowledge not as something that grasps inherent and hidden truths but as an intersubjective process of sharing experience, comparing notes, exchanging ideas, and finding common ground. [1996:8]

The accounts, insights, and interpretations I offer are products of just such an “intersubjective process.” As Martha Kendall points out so well in her paper on the nature of fieldwork in the Mande world, ethnography is always a situated, contingent, and dynamic process (1982).

In terms of method, I have used a combination of techniques ranging from simple direct observation to focused interviews with set questions. These various approaches have all yielded useful information (e.g., from counts of people heading to market to subtle and subjective views of the changing nature of power), but I find that I gain the best insights and understandings from simple conversation with people engaged in activities in which we share an interest. In the years that have passed since I first visited the Mande Plateau, I have come to know and appreciate the thoughtfulness of scores of very helpful individuals, from the wise female elder Wilene Diallo to Jigi Jara, a charismatic
young man concerned with the ways of his fathers. In this book, I present and 
analyze material gathered in all of these “fieldworking” contexts.

Another dimension of my study of the art of livelihood involves research 
encounters well beyond the Mande Plateau. Since publishing an article on the 
role of the famous antelope-style headdress called ciwara (2000), I have been 
asked by museum professionals and art history colleagues to provide details 
about the ciwara complex and to share insights gained from my ethnographic 
field research; thus, I have served as a research consultant or guest curator on 
a number of museum projects. In addition to using these opportunities to 
deepen and enhance my understanding of in situ dynamics, I have used them 
as a way to learn about the reach of ciwara into worlds well beyond the Mande 
region. In the process, I have become more and more impressed by the sig-
nificance of the complex, its power and its perception, abroad and at home in 
Mali. The insights I have gained in these “outside” world encounters have ac-
tually helped me understand the dynamics at work in the communities and 
fields on the plateau.

Outline of the Study

Following a short situating prologue, chapter 1 lays out the theoretical touch-
stones I use and to which I contribute in the project, most notably my focus 
on creativity and improvisation. Then, in chapter 2, I develop a synthetic por-
trait of aesthetics in the Mande region, emphasizing the significance of a pair 
of vernacular principles: fadenya and badenya. I employ this local interpretive 
lexicon in all of the subsequent chapters. In chapter 3, I explore how people draw 
on and negotiate these general aesthetic principles in building their social world. 
In contrast to normative accounts of social structure and social organization, 
I focus on the actions, practices, and beliefs that constitute family and community 
on the Mande Plateau. Chapter 4 shows how the principles inform people’s 
creation of a viable and meaningful livelihood. I examine the “for life” pro-
duction system, the “for money” system, and the complex relationship between 
them. I treat the whole agrarian domain as a cultural product, the result of 
thoughtful and purposeful action. In chapter 5, I examine the realm of mas-
quarade and reveal how the principles foster both continuity and change in 
the ciwara complex. Then, in chapter 6, I draw out the lessons learned through 
this study and use them to contribute to the development of our knowledge and 
understanding of the Mande world, as well as to our appreciation for the role 
creativity and improvisation can play in contemporary social theory.
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The first person to suggest that I conduct research on the Mande Plateau was Aminata Koné, a resident of one of the capital city of Bamako's suburbs. Upon learning that I was interested in studying how rural people organize their farming activities, Aminata encouraged me to consider conducting my studies in her natal village on the plateau, a site where she felt I could learn a great deal about farming. Indeed, she indicated that the Bamana of the Mande hills were known throughout the greater Bamako area for their farming prowess, as well as for their observance of many traditional religious and ritual practices. She stressed that plateau residents were real farmers, and that their settlements were "true farming villages."

In our preliminary conversations, Aminata referred to the farmers of the Mande Plateau as ciwaraw (farming animals). When I asked her what she meant, she explained that the word carried the additional meaning of "champion farmers," and that the people of the region work very hard and never seem to tire—and examination of their agricultural activities certainly upholds this notion.

Aminata's use of the term ciwara reminded me immediately of the famous antelope sculptures so often associated with the Bamana. The graceful lines of the Bamana's antelope headdresses are well known in global art circles and in the canon of African art history, so I was familiar with the sculptural form and its performance context. I was also aware that the ciwara tradition was intimately linked to the agrarian way of life.

Interestingly enough, during those early discussions, Aminata said that from time to time in some plateau villages, performers did in fact dance with ciwarakunw ("farming animal heads," or antelope headdresses), to celebrate and encourage the success of their agricultural endeavors. She added that, unlike similar headdresses in other areas of Mali, those in the hills were associated with special ritual power (nyama) and objects (bolw)—things Mali’s urbanites and practicing Muslims often view as backward or traditional. She noted that the people of the hills also participate in other “old” things, such as jow (initiation societies or associations; see Zahan 1974 or McNaughton 1979 for a concise description).

In discussing such traditions, Aminata referred to the people of the plateau as “Bamana yèrè yèrè” (true Bamana): people who continue to work the land
as many previous generations have before them, and who uphold some of the traditional Bamana religious and cultural practices. In Aminata’s eyes, her plateau relatives were traditionalists, rural people living just as their ancestors had, keeping faith with the ancient ways. Her comments compelled me to watch closely for evidence of the *ciwara* performance tradition during my ensuing fieldwork, and to ponder her representation of her kin as “true Bamana.”

In the intervening years, I have witnessed a series of *ciwara* performances firsthand, interviewed numerous individuals involved with this cultural tradition, and discussed the phenomenon widely with a variety of people on the Mande Plateau. Similarly, I have studied the area’s agrarian way of life, ob-
PROLOGUE

serving production activities across the seasons and in different realms. In the process, I have learned a great deal about the “true Bamana” of the region. My perspective on and deep appreciation for the creativity embedded in the experiences and actions of these farming people has developed in the course of many months in the field and over many years of considered examination from afar, but the seed for my interpretive framework was planted during one particular encounter on the plateau.

One day, during the annual grain harvest in 1993, while on the break for the midday meal, I had an epiphany—a moment of clarity that changed the way I understand the art of livelihood in the region. As we ate from a common bowl of grain and sauce, I told my companions that I was deeply impressed with the communal spirit of their collective grain harvest—over 200 men and women had come to a remote bush field to help a family bring in its crop. I could easily imagine their ancestors in bygone days, working together in similar fashion to cut and store their grain. I had visions of ancient unity and longstanding patterns of egalitarian *communitas*.

However, the men gathered around the bowl looked surprised. After they exchanged glances, finally one of them spoke. “This way of doing things is new. We’ve only been doing it like this for a few years.” I was taken aback. The men went on to tell me that the people of the neighboring communities had only recently decided to all work together as a way to expedite the harvest, thereby allowing individuals to get on with their income-generating garden work. My grand assumptions of primal agrarian *communitas* had run straight up against the stark reality of novelty and improvisation. Their collective harvest was not an age-old cultural tradition, but an innovation designed by astute and creative actors to help them meet new demands and desires.

In this vignette, we can begin to see the art of livelihood on the plateau as an improvisational process that addresses contemporary needs, and one which does so through engagement with a dynamic process of assessment. In the pages that follow, I explore how people create expressive agri-culture in an ongoing fashion, examining how people actively craft the production systems that sustain them, while interpreting, performing, and reworking the beliefs that bring meaning to their lives. I focus on the aesthetic principles and material processes that give rise to family and community, a viable farming system, and an affective masquerade complex. As I expand on the foundations of contemporary scholarship in anthropology, art history, and performance studies, my ultimate goal is to provide a perspective on “true Bamana” life that runs counter to Aminata’s vision of a timeless or traditional society.

The “true Bamana” of the plateau are not a people out of time; rather, they are a people in constant motion. They are continuously moving forward to
forge viable livelihoods, and they are always moving ahead in their efforts to make their lives meaningful. Far from being isolated traditionalists, the people of the plateau are forward-looking individuals, individuals who actively negotiate their circumstances, improvising solutions to new challenges by drawing on established social, cultural, and economic patterns and adapting or transforming them when desirable or necessary.